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We investigated the effect of varying interstimulus spacing on an upright among inverted face search and a red–green
among green–red bisected disk search. Both tasks are classic examples of serial search; however, spacing affects them
very differently: As spacing increased, face discrimination performance improved significantly, whereas performance on the
bisected disks remained poor. (No effect of spacing was observed for either a red among green or an L among + search
tasks, two classic examples of parallel search.) In a second experiment, we precued the target location so that attention was
no longer a limiting factor: Both serial search tasks were now equally affected by spacing, a result we attribute to a more
classical form of crowding. The observed spacing effect in visual search suggests that for certain tasks, serial search may
result from local neuronal competition between target and distractors, soliciting attentional resources; in other cases, serial
search must occur for another reason, for example, because an item-by-item, attention-mediated recognition must take
place. We speculate that this distinction may be based on whether or not there exist neuronal populations tuned to the
relevant target–distractor distinction, and we discuss the possible relations between this spacing effect in visual search and
other forms of crowding.
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Introduction
In a typical visual search experiment, a target stimulus is
presented among a varying number of distractor items, and
subjects are required to locate the target. Performance on
such tasks is usually measured in terms of the amount of
time required to detect the target (reaction time [RT]).
Classical studies of visual attention such as Treisman and
Gelade’s (1980) influential feature integration theory put
forth the idea that visual search is largely of one of two
kinds: Parallel search (Bpop out[) is distinguished by the
fact that RT is constant regardless of the number of
distractors that are present, whereas serial search is
characterized by steep search slopes, indicating that
subjects require increasing amounts of time to find the
target as more and more distractors are added to the display.
Note, however, that there is no strict dichotomy between
parallel and serial search slopes but rather a continuum of
attentional requirements (Eckstein, 1998; Geisler & Chou,
1995; Joseph, Chun, & Nakayama, 1997; McElree &
Carrasco, 1999; Nakayama & Joseph, 1998; Norman &
Bobrow, 1975; Palmer, 1994; Treisman & Gormican,
1988; Verghese & Nakayama, 1994; Wolfe, 1998).
According to the feature integration theory, visual
search efficiency depends on whether individual stimuli
require attention to be discriminated. Parallel search
occurs when target and distractors can be discriminated
in the absence of attention (e.g., when stimuli are defined
in terms of simple features, like color or orientation); on
the other hand, search is serial when each item in the
display requires attention to be recognized (as is the case
for more complex stimuli, such as color–orientation
conjunctions). In the latter case, attention is required to
Bbind[ the individual features of an object together and
create a coherent whole: Thus, it is proposed that attention
explores the visual display, focusing on each stimulus in
turn until the target object is located and identified
(Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Wolfe, Cave, & Franzel,
1989). As the number of items in the display increases,
there is a corresponding increase in RT: Hence, the linear
search slopes typical of a serial search process.
This particular view has, over the years, become widely
accepted as the classical explanation of attention’s role in
serial search. However, binding is not necessarily the only
reason why attention might be required. When multiple
stimuli fall into a single neuron’s receptive field, target
and distractors compete to dominate the neuron’s
response; according to Desimone and Duncan’s (1995)
Bbiased competition[ model, attention is needed to resolve
this competition. Potentially, this would also result in
serial exploration of the visual display, especially when
the visual display is highly cluttered. On the other hand, if
target and distractors fall into distinct fields, there is no
neuronal competition and, hence, presumably no need for
attention: Visual search should therefore occur in parallel.
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To summarize, attention might be required in serial
search tasks for one of two nonexclusive reasons, which,
for simplicity, we will term in this paper Battention for
recognition,[ and Battention against competition[:
According to the former idea, the attentional requirements
of a task are determined by the properties of individual
stimuli (attention aids object recognition), whereas
according to the latter, attentional requirements depend
on properties of the entire display (attention resolves
competition between target and distractors). It follows
from the latter that if target and distractors can be
separated enough so that they fall into distinct receptive
fields, the attentional requirements of the corresponding
task should be reduced; on the other hand, when attention
is required solely for the purposes of recognition,
interstimulus spacing should have no effect on visual
search performance.
In our current study (Experiment I), we investigated
spacing effects in two visual search tasks: an upright
versus inverted face discrimination and a red–green versus
green–red bisected disk discrimination. It has been shown
that target detection in both tasks is a serial search process
(face discrimination task: Brown, Huey, & Findlay, 1997;
Nothdurft, 1993; Purcell, Stewart, & Skov, 1996; but see
also Hershler & Hochstein, 2005; VanRullen, 2006;
bisected disks task: Ramachandran, 1988). As mentioned
earlier, visual search is typically investigated by varying
the number of stimuli presented in the display. Now, we
wanted to test the effect of not only varying the number
of stimuli displayed but also the distance between
individual stimuli. If stimuli are close together, does
the resulting Bclutter[ of the visual scene make the task
harder? If the spacing between stimuli is increased, is
there an improvement in search performance? We found
that as interstimulus distance was increased, visual
search performance improved only in the case of the
face discrimination task; performance on the bisected
disks task was unaffected. Thus, it is possible that the
face search takes place according to the Battention
against competition[ idea, whereas the bisected disks
search might fit with an Battention for recognition[
scheme.
Is it safe to assume that the obtained spacing effect for
the face search task reveals some form of attentional
requirement, or could it be just a variant of spatial
crowding, which, according to certain authors (Pelli,
Palomares, & Majaj, 2004), occurs independent of atten-
tional allocation? To distinguish these two alternatives, we
precued the spatial location of the target in Experiment II
(which was, as in Experiment I, only presented on half of
the trials). The cue allowed observers to allocate atten-
tional resources at the corresponding location on every
trial. Under these conditions, both the face and the
bisected disk discrimination tasks showed a similar
influence of spacing; the extent of this spacing effect
was compatible with classical observations of crowding
(Bouma, 1970; Intriligator & Cavanagh, 2001; Pelli et al.,
2004; Toet & Levi, 1992). Thus, our main result, the
discrepancy between spacing effects for the face and the
disk discrimination tasks in visual search (Experiment I),
was due to attentional resources being divided between
the various items in the search display. In the Discussion
section, we evaluate the potential implications of this
finding for the current theoretical debate regarding the
relation between attention and crowding.
For completeness, we also tested (in Experiment I) two
tasks, which are classical examples of parallel search
(color discrimination and BL vs. +[ discrimination), and
found that interstimulus distance had no significant effect
on either task.
Experiment I: Visual search
We designed a visual search experiment in which
stimuli were arranged at varying distances from each
other. The main focus of our study was the set of serial
search tasks: upright versus inverted face discrimination
and red–green versus green–red bisected disk discrimi-
nation. For completeness, we also tested two search tasks
that have been shown to result in parallel visual search
(pop out): color discrimination (Treisman & Gelade,
1980) and rotated BL[ versus rotated B+[ discrimination
(Bergen & Julesz, 1983).
Methods
Subjects
Ten naBve subjects and the two authors performed two
sessions daily for 6 days. Within a session, the tasks were
presented in eight successive blocks, which were ran-
domly ordered. Each block consisted of 96 trials.
Apparatus
Subjects were seated in a dark room, 120 cm from a
computer monitor connected to a Macintosh G4. The
refresh rate of the monitor was 75 Hz, and the display was
synchronized with the vertical retrace of the monitor.
Procedure
Figure 1 is a schematic of the timeline for one trial.
Stimuli were arranged around an imaginary circle of
radius 1.5-, at any of 12 possible positions (similar to hour
markings on a clock; however, to avoid having stimuli
positioned along the vertical and horizontal meridians, all
positions were shifted by 15- of arc or, in the Bclock[
analogy, by 30 min of time). Both set size and
interstimulus spacing (hereafter Bspacing[) varied across
trials. Note that spacing refers to the straight-line (rather
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than arc-length) distance between adjacent elements.
Search arrays were displayed for 27 ms.
All stimuli were masked after presentation, the type of
mask presented being particular to each task. In training
sessions prior to the real experiment, stimulus onset
asynchrony (SOA) was adjusted individually for each
subject and for each task: That is, SOA was decreased
when performance on a 96-trial block exceeded 90%, until
performance eventually stabilized. This procedure was
designed to avoid saturation in performance. SOAs varied
between 40 and 320 ms on different tasks and for different
subjects (see below). This range of SOAs, together with
our short display time (27 ms), can be expected to limit
the exploration of the search arrays using eye movements.
Half of the trials contained one target stimulus. Subjects
responded to each trial in a Bgo/no-go[ fashion: That is,
they held down the mouse button to start trials, releasing it
(as fast as possible) only if they detected the target
stimulus. Thus, RTs were recorded only for the Btarget-
present[ trials. Note that subjects were not instructed to
favor RTs over accuracy. In fact, because the visual
displays were masked, RT was only expected to vary
mildly between the different conditions; accuracy was
thus our main dependent variable.
The small size of the imaginary circle on which the
stimuli could appear (1.5- radius) was deliberately chosen
based on preliminary experiments because it allowed us to
investigate effects at very small spacings. The number of
stimuli displayed on any given trial could be two, three,
four, or six. Depending on the set size chosen, the distance
between adjacent stimuli could be one of the following:
0.8-, 1.5-, 2.1-, 2.6-, 2.9-, or 3-. The number of possible
spacings was constrained by the number of stimuli to be
displayed: For a set size of six, stimuli could only be spaced
0.8- apart or 1.5- apart, as these were the only two distances
that would accommodate all six stimuli around the circle.
For a set size of two, however, all six distances were viable.
Although spacing and set size could not be fully indepen-
dently manipulated in our experimental design, note that
our estimates of spacing effects are performed separately
for each set size; hence, there can be no confound between
these two independent variables in our results.
Note, finally, that within one trial, the same spacing was
used between any two adjacent stimuli, except for the
Figure 1. Schematic timeline for one trial in Experiment I (visual search). Stimulus eccentricity was fixed at 1.5-, illustrated by the solid
white line on the stimulus display. Interstimulus spacing represents the straight-line distance between adjacent stimuli: It is indicated by
the dashed white line. (Note that the lines representing spacing and eccentricity were not displayed during the actual experiment; they are
shown here only in the interests of clarifying our experimental protocol.) Fifty percent of all trials contained one target stimulus. At the end
of the trial, subjects used the mouse to report whether or not a target stimulus was present. In this particular case, the task illustrated is
color discrimination, but the same experimental protocol was employed for all four tasks. For this trial, the set size is four and the spacing
is 1.5-. (Both these parameters varied across trials. See Figure 2 for more details.) All stimuli were masked individually following
presentation. SOA was adjusted individually for each subject and each task to avoid saturation in performance. The resulting SOAs,
consistently below 320 ms for all subjects and tasks, prevented extensive exploration of the arrays using eye movements. Figure not to
scale.
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instance when the stimuli displayed formed an arcVrather
than a complete circleVas in Figure 1: In this case, the
stimuli located at either end of the arc were separated by a
different (larger) spacing. Figure 2 is a diagrammatic
representation of these concepts.
Tasks
We investigated two serial search tasks and two parallel
search tasks.
Serial tasks
& Face discrimination. Subjects had to indicate
whether or not an upright face was present among
inverted faces. The target stimulus was obtained
from the Max Planck Institute for Biological Cyber-
netics, Tu¨bingen, Germany (Troje & Bu¨lthoff, 1996;
http://faces.kyb.tuebingen.mpg.de). This face was
converted to gray levels and then rotated through
180- to obtain the distractor stimulus. Face stimuli
subtended roughly 0.7-. The mask was a scrambled
face. Across the 12 subjects who performed the main
experiment, SOAs ranged from 173 to 320 ms
(average, 294 ms).
& Bisected two-color disks. Subjects had to discrim-
inate whether or not a red–green bisected disk was
present among green–red bisected disks. The axis
along which the color changed was always vertical.
Stimuli subtended 0.5- in diameter. The mask, a
combination of target and distractor symbols,
resembled a pie with four equal sections, which were
alternately colored red and green. Across subjects,
SOAs ranged from 133 to 320 ms (average, 241 ms).
Parallel tasks
& Color discrimination. Subjects had to indicate whether
a single target (red disk) was or was not present among
the distractors (green disks). The red and green
equiluminant patches subtended 0.5- in diameter.
The mask was the same as that used in the bisected
Figure 2. Stimuli and masks used for all four tasks. The tasks are organized in two rows, according to whether they lead to parallel (top
row) or serial (bottom row) visual search. Each of the four displays indicates one particular target-present trial for each task, at a certain
set size and spacing. Note, however, that these displays are just examples meant to illustrate the experimental protocol: In reality, (i) the
target was only present on 50% of all trials and (ii) set size and spacing varied across trials for all tasks. Stimuli are arranged around a
circle at any of 12 possible positions (similar to hour markings on a clock). The distance between two adjacent positions (or 1 ‘‘hour’’ on
the clock) is about 0.8-. Set size can be two, three, four, or six items, and spacing can take on six values: 0.8-, 1.5-, 2.1-, 2.6-, 2.9-, and 3-
(corresponding to placing stimuli 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6 ‘‘hours’’ apart in the clock analogy). Note that spacing is constrained by set size: for
example, a set size of six (Panels A and C) can only be displayed with two possible spacingsV0.8- (1 ‘‘hour’’) or 1.5- (2 ‘‘hours’’). Within a
trial, the spacing between any two adjacent stimuli is the same, except for items at the outer edges: For example, in Panel A, the spacing
is 0.8-, except for the two outermost stimuli between which spacing is obviously greater. Figure not to scale.
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disks discrimination task (described previously). Across
the 12 subjects, SOAs ranged from 47 to 87 ms
(average, 67 ms).
& (Rotated) BL[ versus (rotated) B+[ discrimination.
Subjects had to discriminate whether or not a
randomly rotated letter BL[ was present among
randomly oriented B+[ signs. Target and distractors
subtended 0.6- and were constructed by placing the
same two bars perpendicular to each other. These
stimuli were then randomly rotated at display time.
The mask was a combination of gray polygons of
differing luminances and was larger than the masked
stimulus (0.8-). Across subjects, SOAs ranged from
53 to 200 ms (average, 89 ms).
Performance measurement
We estimated performance in two ways: using RTs
(a typical measure of visual search performance) as well as
dV (a measure of detectability; Green and Swets, 1966),
which is defined as follows:
dV ¼ zðHITÞ j zðFAÞ;
where HIT denotes the proportion of trials on which the
target was correctly detected, FA denotes the proportion
of false alarms (trials on which subjects reported the
presence of a target although no target was present), and z
denotes the inverse function of the cumulative normal
distribution.
Results
Subjects performed four visual search tasks. As
described in the Methods section, both set size and
interstimulus spacing varied from trial to trial. Conse-
quently, in our analysis, we first investigated the overall
effects of set size and spacing and then examined each of
these factors individually.
Overall effects of set size and spacing
Figure 3 is a plot of performance (Panel A, in terms of
dV; Panel B, in terms of RTs) as a function of both set size
and spacing, for each of the four tasks. The row-by-row
arrangement of tasks reflects whether visual search is
Bparallel[ (top row of each panel) or Bserial[ (bottom row
of each panel).
A two-way ANOVA (Set Size  Spacing) reveals the
following.
Main effect of set size on dVand RT
For the face and bisected disks tasks, dV clearly
decreases and RT increases as set size is increased, dV:
Figure 3. Search performance as a function of spacing and set
size, for each of the four tasks. Error bars represent standard
error of the mean. In Panels A and B, the search tasks are
organized according to their defining characteristics (parallel or
serial) as in Figure 2. (A) Performance in terms of dV. The effect of
set size on performance is immediately evident for the face
discrimination and bisected disks tasks, for which dVdecreases
with increasing set size (as we would expect for serial search
tasks). Also, for the face task, performance improves significantly
as spacing is increasedVin keeping with our prediction that if
local competition is reduced (by increasing spacing between
stimuli), visual search performance should improve. There is no
such effect for the other three tasks. (B) Performance in terms of
RTs. The effect of set size on RT is clear for the face and bisected
disks search tasks, for which RTs increase significantly with
increasing set size (as expected for serial search tasks). There is
no significant main effect of spacing on RT for any of the four
tasks.
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F(3,165) 9 7, p G .001; RT: F(3,165) 9 3.5, p G .01. For
the color task, dVincreases slightly with set size; however,
there is no significant change in RT, dV: F(3,165) = 5.8,
p G .001; RT: F(3,165) = 0.06, p 9 .1. For the L versus +
task, neither dVnor RT shows a significant change with
set size, dV: F(3,165) = 0.4, p 9 .05; RT: F(3,165) = 0.49,
p 9 .1. As will be discussed in the next section, these
results confirm that, as expected, the color discrimination
and the L versus + tasks show parallel search behavior,
whereas the face discrimination and the bisected disks
tasks show serial search behavior.
Main effect of spacing on dVand RT
dVincreases with spacing, F(5,165) = 3.7, p G .005, only
in the case of the face task. There is no effect of spacing
on dVfor any of the other three tasks, F(5,165) G 1,
p 9 .05. Thus, performance on one of the serial search
tasksVface discriminationVimproves as interstimulus
spacing increases, whereas the otherVbisected disks
discriminationV is unaffected by spacing. This is the
major finding of this study. If increasing spacing can, in
some cases, reduce local neuronal competition, then it
seems that only the face task benefits here. In the sections
below, we investigate these results in more detail.
Spacing does not significantly affect RTs for any of the
tasks, F(5,165) = 0.97, p 9 .05. However, this is not
unexpected: As will be described later, variations in RT are
severely restricted in our protocol (by use of a go/no-go
paradigm and backward masking).
Set Size  Spacing
None of the interactions are significant, dV: F(6,165) = 0.4,
p 9 .05; RT: F(6,165) = 0.17, p 9 .05. However, this might
be a result of the unbalanced task design: Not all set sizes
exist at every spacing (e.g., set size of six is defined only at
the first two spacings), and thus, some data points are
missing in the two-way ANOVA calculation.
We now study the effects of set size and spacing
individually and in more detail.
Set size effects
We first examine how performance for each task is
affected by set size. In so doing, we can also verify that
performance matches the behavior described in the visual
search literature: that is, that the so-called serial and
parallel tasks really behave in the expected way under the
particular conditions of our experiment.
Typically, set size effects are determined in response-
terminated visual search (where search arrays remain
visible until the subject responds) by calculating search
slopes: that is, the average change in RT corresponding to
an increase in set size (Treisman & Gelade, 1980; Wolfe,
1998). However, we used a go/no-go response procedure
and backward-masked arrays, both of which tend to limit
the variability of RTs (VanRullen, Reddy, & Koch, 2004).
In this case, percentage correct and dV are more appro-
priate indicators of search performance (Bergen & Julesz,
1983; VanRullen et al., 2004; Wolfe, 1998). Indeed,
numerous studies have used dVas a measure of set size
effects (see Verghese, 2001, for a review). Therefore, we
report set size effects in terms of dV(a metric we term Bset
size score[), but for the sake of completeness, we present
the corresponding RT data (i.e., search slopes) as well.
Set size score
Set size score reflects the average change in dV that
corresponds to an increase in set size. Because all possible
set sizes (two, three, four, or six items) are viable only at
the two smallest spacings (0.8- and 1.5-), set size score is
based on dV averaged only over these two spacings. As
mentioned in the Introduction section, we would like to
test the idea that serial search behavior can (sometimes)
result from neuronal competition at small spacings. It thus
behooves us to investigate set size effects at these smaller
spacings first and later examine the changes in perfor-
mance associated with larger spacings.
Figure 4A is a representation of set size score (dV/item).
Observe the performance on the two tasks expected to be
serial: upright versus inverted face discrimination and
bisected disks. For these tasks, dVdecreases, t(11) 9 9.3,
p G .001, with increasing set size. On the other hand, in
keeping with the behavior of parallel search tasks (for a
more sophisticated perspective, however, see Egeth, 1977;
Eriksen & Spencer, 1969), there is no reduction in dVfor
the BL versus +[ task, t(11) = 0.1, p 9 .05, whereas, in the
case of the color discrimination task, dV even increases
slightly, t(11) = 4.2, p G .002. Thus, serial and parallel
behaviors are exhibited in our experimental conditions as
expected from the visual search literature.
Search slopes
Figure 4B represents search slope data (RT/item). These
results are equivalent to those obtained in terms of set size
score (above): For the face and bisected disks tasks, RT
increases, t(11) 9 4.2, p G .005, with increasing set size, as
is representative of serial search; there is no significant
increase in RT for the color discrimination task, t(11) = 1.0,
p 9 .05, and although it appears that RT increases
significantly for the BL versus +[ task, t(11) = 3.1, p G .01,
the search slope itself is only about 3 ms/item, which is
indicative of parallel search (Wolfe, 1998). These findings
once again confirm the parallel/serial nature of these tasks.
Note that the search slopes reported here (about
10–12 ms/item) are lower than typical serial search slopes
(30–40 ms/item and higher; Wolfe, 1998). However, this
is not entirely unexpected because our calculations are
based on only target-present trials (go/no-go paradigm),
for which search is expected to terminate after half the
items (on average) have been inspected. Further, visual
search slopes are known to be greatly restricted by short
presentation times (McElree & Carrasco, 1999) and
backward masking (VanRullen et al., 2004). The average
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RTs (and standard errors of the mean) for 12 subjects
(target-present trials) were as follows: 360 (T11.1) ms for
the color task, 379 (T9.0) ms for the L versus + task, 519
(T13.6) ms for the face discrimination task, and 521
(T15.9) ms for the bisected disks.
Spacing effects
Having investigated the effect of set size on per-
formance, we can now examine spacing effects in more
detail. We have already noted that increasing spacing has a
significant effect on performance only for the face task (cf.
the two-way ANOVA in the Main effect of spacing on dV
and RT section; see also Figure 3). But what is the size of
this effect?
Spacing effects in terms of dV
We consider the average change in dVas a function of
spacing, using our smallest spacing (0.8-) as a reference
point. That is, we express all subsequent dVvalues as a
percentage of the dVat this reference point. Figure 5 is a
plot of this Bnormalized dV[ versus spacing for all four
tasks, organized in the familiar row-by-row arrangement
(parallel or serial). It is obvious from the figure that
normalized dVincreases strongly with spacing in the case
of the face task: On average, increasing spacing by
1- results in a 50% increase in visual search performance.
For the other tasks, increasing spacing does not lead to a
similarly strong improvement in normalized dV. As
mentioned earlier, both the face discrimination and the
bisected disks tasks are typical examples of serial search,
and thus, one might expect that the effect of increasing
interstimulus spacing would be similar for both tasks;
however, when spacing is increased, the improvement in
the face task is an order of magnitude higher than that
observed for the bisected disks.
Indeed, when repeating the previous two-way ANOVA
but using this normalized dV data, we find a significant
main effect of spacing only for the face and the L versus +
tasks, F(5,165) = 5.6, p G .001 and F(5,165) = 4, p G .005,
respectively; recall, however, that for the latter, the
corresponding effect on non-normalized dV was not
Figure 4. (A) Set size score. To study the effects of set size on
search performance (and, thus, test whether a particular task
exhibits parallel or serial search behavior), we introduced a new
measure, similar to the search slope: set size score. Set size
score (dV/item) reflects how much detectability (dV) is gained or
lost with every increase in set size and is, thus, analogous to
search slopes. Error bars represent standard error of the mean.
For the two tasks toward the far right (upright vs. inverted face
discrimination, bisected disks), dV decreases significantly with
increasing number of items, representative of serial search. For
the color discrimination and the rotated L versus + tasks, there is
little or no reduction in dVwith increasing set size, as is expected
for parallel search. In fact, in the case of the color task, dVeven
increases with increasing set size. **Set size score for the task in
question is significantly different from zero at the p G .002 level.
(B) Search slopes. A more classical way to study set size effects
on search performance is to use RTs, rather than dV. Search
slopes (ms/item) reveal a similar separation between parallel and
serial tasks. The relatively low amplitude of the observed search
slopes can be explained by the fact that we use backward-
masked visual search and record RTs for target-present trials
only. *Search slope for the task in question is significantly different
from zero at the p G .01 level.
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significant (see the Main effect of spacing on dVand RT
section).
The curves for the different set sizes in the case of the
face search task (Figure 5, bottom left) reveal another
interesting point: The effect of spacing appears to be
larger with higher set sizes. This is not surprising,
however, and not incompatible with our hypothesis
developed in the Introduction section because for a given
value of spacing, the total amount of competition in the
display is larger when more elements are present.
Spacing effects in terms of RT
Although it is clear that spacing has a significant effect
on dVperformance for the face task, we did not see this
main effect repeated in the case of RTs (see two-way
ANOVA in the Main effect of spacing on dV and RT
section). As mentioned earlier, this is not surprising given
that RT effects are minimized by the use of masked
displays and the go/no-go paradigm. However, for
completeness, we can quantify the effect of spacing on
RTs as follows: For any given task, for each individual set
size, we calculate a Bspacing slope[; this is simply the
average change in RT that corresponds to each 1- increase
in spacing. (Note that this type of slope is, thus, different
from a search slope because it measures the effects of
spacing rather than set size.) These (four) slopes are then
averaged over all (four) set sizes. The slopes obtained
(M T SEM) are as follows: j7.39 T 1.31 ms/deg for the
color discrimination task, j11.29 T 2.01 ms/deg for the
L versus + task, j14.55 T 3.30 ms/deg for the face
discrimination task, and j2.05 T 3.31 ms/deg for the
bisected disks. The most negative slope is thus obtained, as
predicted from the dV results in the Spacing effects in
terms of dVsection, for the face discrimination task. This
suggests that as spacing is increased, RTs decrease faster
Figure 5. Normalized search performance. Normalized dV (i.e., the average change in dVcompared with the dVvalue at the smallest
spacing) as a function of spacing. The dashed line in each quadrant represents the average linear fit of the four set size curves (obtained
by averaging the slopes from the four curves). The slope of this fit is indicated next to the line. Note that, although both the face
discrimination and the red–green versus green–red disk discrimination are typical examples of serial search tasks, the effects of varying
interstimulus spacing are strikingly different: For the face task, normalized dV increases dramatically with spacing, whereas for the
bisected disks, the effect of spacing is negligible. (The two parallel search tasks [top row] are likewise unaffected by spacing.)
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for this task than for any other task. A one-way ANOVA
shows a significant effect of the task on these slopes,
F(3,44) = 4.2, p G .01. A post hoc test (multiple
comparisons) reveals that slopes for the face and bisected
disks tasks are significantly different; other pairings of
tasks reveal no significant difference.
Experiment II: Spatially cued
search
Although the face and bisected disks discriminations are
very similar (in that they are both typical examples of
serial search tasks), increasing spacing has markedly
different effects on visual search performance for these
tasks. Based on ideas developed in the Introduction
section, our interpretation of these different spacing effects
could be that attention serves different purposes in the two
serial search tasks: Battention for recognition[ in the
case of the bisected disks task and Battention against
competition[ for the face task. However, spacing effects
are known to occur also in situations in which attention
can be directly allocated to the target (e.g., Bouma,
1970; Intriligator & Cavanagh, 2001; He, Cavanagh, &
Intriligator, 1996; Toet & Levi, 1992), which led certain
authors to propose that such Bcrowding[ effects are
wholly independent of attention (Pelli et al., 2004). Could
the face search task simply suffer from this type of
spacing limitation, independent of attentional allocation?
How could we explain, in this case, that the bisected disk
search task appears immune to this limitation? To address
these questions, we performed another series of experi-
ments with the upright versus inverted face and the
bisected disks discrimination tasks, now precueing the
potential location of the target in advance of the trials.
This way, attentional allocation was no longer a limitation
for either task because, presumably, the subjects could
allocate attention at the relevant location on virtually
every trial. If the spacing effect obtained for the face
search task was truly independent of attention, the same
pattern of results should be replicated here: a significant
spacing effect for the face discrimination, but no such
effect for the bisected disks (the logic for this experimen-




Two naBve subjects and the two authors participated in
this experiment. Subjects performed one session, consist-
ing of 12 face blocks interleaved with 12 disk blocks.
Each block had 32 trials, of which 50% were target-
present trials.
Procedure
We intended that the experimental design should remain
as close as possible to the protocol of our main visual
search experiment (Experiment I) while, at the same time,
introducing a key feature of classical crowding studies,
namely, that the location of the target stimulus is fixed on
all trials but that the spacing of distractors surrounding
the target varies from trial to trial. Hence, at the beginning
of each block, we cued the location of the target by a
white cross (which appeared for 2000 ms). Then, for the
entire length of the block, the targetVwhen present (50%
of all trials)Valways appeared at this location (with a
distractor on either side); otherwise, a distractor appeared
at this location (again, with a distractor on each side).
Distractors were placed at varying spacings around the
target.
The first trial in Figure 6 represents one target-present
trial. From block to block, the position of the target was
chosen at random so that eventually all 12 Bclock
positions[ around the circle were used as target locations.
As in Experiment I, SOAs were adjusted individually for
each subject to prevent performance from saturating; thus,
each subject performed a number of training blocks to
determine their SOAs on each task. However, in contrast
to Experiment I, where any given subject could have
different SOAs on different tasks, each subject had the
same SOA on both tasks (average SOA across subjects,
93.7 ms; range, 40–139 ms).
For the sake of simplicity, we limited the set size to
three on all trials; for this set size, four interstimulus
spacings were possible (0.8-, 1.5-, 2.2-, and 2.6-). Note
that, except for this restriction on set size and the absence
of spatial ambiguity about target location (due to the cue),
Experiment II was similar to the main visual search
experiment in all respects (go/no-go protocol, backward
masking, stimulus size, eccentricity, etc.).
Results
Main experiment
The RT data obtained for Experiment II (four subjects)
were as follows: The average (TSEM) for the face
discrimination task was 480 (T35) ms, and for the bisected
disks task, it was 515 (T17) ms. There was no significant
difference between the two, t(3) = 1.8, p 9 .05; two-tailed
t test.
Figure 7 is a plot of performance (in terms of
percentage correct) as a function of the four possible
spacings. We generated psychometric fits for our data
using the Weibull function. The function is defined in
terms of two parameters: ! is the x value (in our case, the
spacing) at which the fitted performance is 82% of the
maximum, whereas " represents the slope of the psycho-
metric curve. The Bspatial extent[ of crowding is often
reported as a specific point between chance and maximum
performance (Bouma, 1970; Intriligator & Cavanagh,
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2001), here represented by !. The average ! values
(TSEM) for four subjects were as follows: 0.60- (T0.08-)
for the face task and 0.77- (T0.26-) for the bisected disks.
There was, thus, a pronounced spacing effect in this
experiment not only for the face task but also for the
bisected disks discrimination. In fact, the spacing effect
was larger (i.e., of larger spatial extent) for the bisected
disks task, although the difference was not significant: A
two-tailed t test revealed that there was no significant
difference between ! values for the face and disk tasks,
t(3) = 1.0, p 9 .05; a t test on the " values for the two tasks
similarly revealed that the slopes of the two psychometric
fits were not significantly different, t(3) = 0.77, p 9 .05.
Note, finally, that the observed values for the extent of this
spacing effect are fairly close to the 0.75- value that
would be expected from the Bcrowding extent È1/2
eccentricity[ rule reported in most crowding experiments
(Bouma, 1970; Intriligator & Cavanagh, 2001; Pelli et al.,
2004; Toet & Levi, 1992).
To summarize, if we remove the ambiguity in target
location (as is typically done in crowding experiments),
then the limiting factor on performance in both search
tasks appears to be the spatial resolution of a single
mechanismVor the resolution of two mechanisms with
comparable spatial properties (today’s literature is
divided: resolution limit of the attentional focus or
resolution limit of the so-called Bintegration fields.[ This
issue will be discussed further in the Attention and
crowding section). However, when the target location is
not cued (as is generally the case in visual search studies),
spacing effects reveal different underlying mechanisms for
the different search tasks (faces or bisected disks discrim-
ination), with clearly distinct spatial properties. Locating
an upright face target among inverted faces is facilitated at
increasing stimulus spacings (as proposed by the
Battention against competition[ idea), whereas for the
bisected disks, locating the target appears equally difficult
at all spacings, presumably because every item in the
Figure 6. Schematic timeline for Experiment II (and the associated fixation control). In Experiment II, a white ‘‘X’’ cued the location of the
target at the beginning of each block. Then, for all succeeding trials within this block, the targetVwhen presentVappeared at this location,
as illustrated in Trial 1; for target-absent trials, the cued location was occupied by a distractor. From block to block, the position of the cue
changed randomly. The control experiment was identical to Experiment II in all respects, except for the addition of a few catch trials: On
these trials, which occurred randomly within the blocks, the relevant stimulus appeared, not at the location of the cue, but, instead, at the
location of the fixation cross. A distractor was placed on each side of this central stimulus, at a horizontal distance of 0.8-. As in other
trials, the subject was instructed to determine whether this central stimulus was a target or distractor. If subjects were correctly fixating at
the center (as instructed), performance on these catch trials should exceed performance on the regular trials (at the corresponding
spacing of 0.8-); otherwise, catch performance should be worse. In the figure, the task illustrated is the red–green versus green–red
bisected disk discrimination, but the same protocol was employed for the upright versus inverted face discrimination task as well (which
was the only other task tested here). Set size on all trials in these two experiments was restricted to three stimuli; however, as in
Experiment I, spacing varied from trial to trial (only for ‘‘regular’’ trials). All stimuli were masked individually following presentation. SOAs
were adjusted individually for each subject; across subjects, SOAs ranged from 40 to 139 ms. Figure not to scale.
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display needs attention (as would be expected from the
Battention for recognition[ idea).
Controlling for fixation
In Experiment II, we did not control for eye movements;
thus, although subjects were instructed to maintain
fixation at the center of the screen for the length of the
experiment, it is possible that during the 2,000-ms-long
cue presentation, subjects moved their eyes to the cued
location and maintained fixation there for the rest of the
block. To check that subjects were correctly maintaining
fixation at the center of the display as instructed, we
repeated the main experiment described above (i.e.,
Experiment II), now incorporating an eye-movement
control.
Three naBve subjects and one of the authors (L.R.)
participated in this control. L.R. and one of the subjects
had also participated in the main version of Experiment II.
As in that experiment, after a brief training session (to
determine SOAs), these subjects performed one test
session, consisting of 12 face blocks randomly inter-
leaved with 12 disk blocks. Each block had 32 regular
trials, plus four Bcatch[ trials (see below and Figure 6 for
illustration).
The procedure for this control was similar to that of
Experiment II in all respects, except for the addition of
four catch trials on each block: In these trials, which
occurred at random within the block, a target or distractor
stimulus was presentedVnot at the cued location but,
instead, at the center of the display. Two distractors were
placed horizontally at a distance of 0.8- on either side of
this central stimulus. As in the previous experiment,
subjects had to report whether the central stimulus was a
target (50% likelihood). Thus, if fixation was correctly
maintained at the center, performance on these catch trials
should exceed performance on the regular trials (at the
corresponding spacing, i.e., 0.8-). However, if the subjects
disregarded instructions and fixated the target location,
catch performance should turn out to be worse than
performance on regular trials. Figure 6 (Trial 2) illustrates
a target-present catch trial.
Subjects’ average performance on the catch trials
tended to be high: 98% (T0.85) in the face task and
92% (T3.5) in the disk task (no significant difference
between the two performances: p 9 .05). We noted that
for both the face and the disks tasks, performance on the
catch trials was significantly higher, t(3) 9 4.9, p G .01,
than that on the corresponding regular trials, that is, those
trials for which spacing was 0.8-; this indicates that, in
general, subjects were correctly fixating the center of the
display.
The average ! values (TSEM) for four subjects were as
follows: 0.55- (T0.08-) for the face task and 0.73- (T0.21-)
for the bisected disks (these values are derived from
psychometric fits obtained with the regular, not the catch
trials). These values are very similar to those obtained
Figure 7. Spacing effects in precued search. Performance (in
terms of percentage correct) as a function of spacing, for the face
discrimination and the bisected disks tasks. Error bars represent
standard error of the mean. The dashed lines represent psycho-
metric fits of our data, obtained using Weibull functions. The
spatial extent of crowding is typically reported as the abscissa
value corresponding to a given performance level (e.g., 82% of
maximum performance). From the psychometric fits, we obtained
the spacing value corresponding to this level of performance for
each task (indicated by the solid arrows), as well as the slope of
the psychometric curves. The t tests revealed that the critical
spacing values obtained from the Weibull functions for the face
and bisected disks tasks were not significantly different from each
other; neither were the slopes of the psychometric curves. Thus, it
is evident that the marked qualitative difference in visual search
performance between the two discrimination tasks (Figure 5)
vanishes when attention is directed to the target location: Spacing
effects now affect both tasks equally, a result that is compatible
with classical crowding studies.
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in Experiment II (0.60- T 0.08- and 0.77- T 0.26-,
respectively), and as in that experiment, there is no
significant difference between ! values for the face and
disks tasks, t(3) = 2.08, p 9 .05, which indicates that the
spatial extent of the effect was similar for both tasks. Also,
as in Experiment II, a t test on the " values for the two
tasks shows that the slopes of the psychometric fits are not
significantly different, t(3) = 1.68, p 9 .05. Thus, the main
result of the previous experiment, replicated here under
more controlled conditions, is not attributable to faulty
fixation.
Discussion
‘‘Attention for recognition’’ versus ‘‘attention
against competition’’
The dominant view of visual search suggests that serial
search occurs because attention is needed to recognize
each object in the display; thus, as the size of the display
increases, RTs and error rates increase (Treisman &
Gelade, 1980).
Alternatively, it has been shown that when target and
distractors fall into a single receptive field, attention is
necessary to resolve the neuronal competition that ensues
(Desimone & Duncan, 1995). Presumably, this finding can
be extended to a visual search situation: Attention would
be requiredVand, thus, search should be serialVwhen
target and distractors are simultaneously placed within the
receptive field of neurons that can discriminate these
stimuli.
In the current study, we set out to investigate this
dichotomy: Do some serial search tasks fit the predictions
made by the former theory (Battention for recognition[),
whereas others behave according to the latter idea
(Battention against competition[)? Particularly in the latter
case, we would expect that search performance should
improve as target–distractor spacing is increased.
A previous study did, in fact, investigate the effect of
varying interstimulus spacing on visual search perfor-
mance (Cohen & Ivry, 1991) to explain a body of
conflicting evidence (Pashler, 1987; Wolfe et al., 1989).
The authors found, for a classical example of serial
search (a shape–color conjunction task), that search
performance is typical of serial search when the target
and distractors are Bclumped[ or crowded together
(spacing of 0.62-); when target and distractors are
Bspread out[ (1- or more apart), search performance
improves significantly. In this study, we investigated the
effects of interstimulus distance on search performance in
a more extensive manner: We tested up to six different
interstimulus spacings and two serial search tasks (and for
completeness, we tested two parallel search tasks as
well). In keeping with the results of Cohen and Ivry
(1991), we demonstrate for one typical serial search task
(upright vs. inverted face discrimination) that search
performance improves steadily as spacing is increased.
However, we also show that performance on another serial
search task (red–green vs. green–red bisected disk
discrimination) is unaffected by changes in spacing. Why
the discrepancy? Until more examples of serial search
tasks that fit with either scheme can be provided (i.e., with
or without an effect of spacing), any answer to this
question must be limited to speculation.
One hypothesis, related to the Battention against com-
petition[/Battention for recognition[ conjecture that we
put forward in the Introduction section, could be that the
distinction is based on whether or not there exist neuronal
selectivities that can differentiate between the target and
distractor stimuli. When such populations exist, it is
expected that target–distractor competition within a single
receptive field should affect visual search performance
and, furthermore, that attention will be required to resolve
this competition (Desimone & Duncan, 1995). This might
be the case for the face discrimination task. On the other
hand, for tasks that cannot rely on preexisting neuronal
selectivities to aid recognition, we expect that attention
will be needed for each object in turn to bind individual
features of the object into a coherent percept (Treisman &
Gelade, 1980). In this case, increased competition will
have minimal effects on visual search performance
because attention is needed in any case. This might be
the situation for the bisected disks task.
This hypothesis is similar to one we proposed recently
(VanRullen et al., 2004). We predicted that visual
discrimination tasks involving natural, familiar, and
meaningful categories (e.g., faces), which presumably
rely on existing neuronal selectivities in high-level visual
areas, would only require focal attention in cluttered
displays. This is compatible with electrophysiological
findings that demonstrate that neurons in the inferotem-
poral cortex in monkeys and in the medial–temporal lobe
in humans are selective to particular categories of objects
such as animals and faces or even images of specific
individuals (Gross, Rocha-Miranda, & Bender, 1972;
Kreiman, Koch, & Fried, 2000; Oram & Perrett, 1992;
Perrett, Rolls, & Caan, 1982; Quiroga, Reddy, Kreiman,
Koch, & Fried, 2005). Furthermore, neuronal populations
in IT have been found to respond more strongly and/or
faster to upright faces than to inverted faces (Jeffreys,
1989; Kanwisher, Tong, & Nakayama, 1998; Perrett et al.,
1988); thus, competition between upright and inverted
faces in our visual search task might be expected to impair
discrimination for these populations of cells (Reynolds,
Chelazzi, & Desimone, 1999).
The results obtained in the case of the face discrim-
ination task are compatible with the (at first seemingly
contradictory) results obtained from a number of recent
natural scene categorization experiments. First, we
reported that a single natural scene can be processed
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effortlessly (e.g., does it contain an animal or not?) even
when attention is occupied elsewhere (dual-task situation;
Li, VanRullen, Koch, & Perona, 2002). Rousselet, Fabre-
Thorpe, and Thorpe (2002) demonstrated that for displays
of only two scenes, the discrimination of animal versus
nonanimal scenes can occur in parallel when the scenes
(presented 7.2- apart) are in different hemifields. Sub-
sequently, it was reported that this ability is significantly
impaired when the display consists of four scenes, with
one scene in each quadrant (Rousselet, Thorpe, & Fabre-
Thorpe, 2004). Finally, we reported that when the stimuli
(up to 16 scenes) are separated by about 3-, visual search
is clearly a serial process (VanRullen et al., 2004).
Presumably, when the scenes are separated by large-
enough distances, they tend to fall into distinct receptive
fields, which support a parallel recognition, whereas at
smaller spacings, competition within a receptive field
leads to an impairment in search performance (i.e., serial
search). In a more recent study (VanRullen, Reddy, & Fei-
Fei, 2005), we showed that two faces can be processed
simultaneously (in an upright vs. inverted face discrim-
ination task) when they are placed 8- apart, but not when
they are placed 3- apart (keeping stimulus eccentricity
constant throughout the various spacing conditions); the
same result was shown to hold for the parallel catego-
rization of two natural scenes (e.g., animal vs. nonanimal);
however, in the same paradigm, two bisected colored
disks could not be processed in parallel, regardless of the
distance between them. This qualitative dissociation is
reminiscent of the one obtained here in Experiment I.
Attention and crowding
The current literature on the Bcrowding effect[ is
divided between authors who attribute this decrease in
stimulus discriminability at small spacings to a limitation
of the spatial resolution of the attentional focus (He et al.,
1996; Intriligator & Cavanagh, 2001) and authors who
argue that the limit is the size of the relevant integration
fields for the task at hand, independent of attentional
resources (Pelli et al., 2004). How do the present results
speak to this debate? The clear qualitative change between
the patterns of results obtained in the main visual search
experiment (spacing effect for face discrimination but not
for bisected disk discrimination) versus the precued search
(similar spacing effects for both tasks) suggests that
attention does have something to do with at least some
of the reported spacing effects.
The idea that multiple stimuli falling into a single
integration field can lead to a decrease in discriminability
at small spacings (Pelli et al., 2004) is, at first sight, very
similar to our speculation described in the previous
section. However, the integration field hypothesis of Pelli
et al. (2004) raises two issues that appear difficult to
address in their framework.
First, is it reasonable to assume that such integration
fields could exist for any discrimination task involving
arbitrary combinations of simple features? While it
seems that this idea could well be validated for familiar
object categories that subjects experience on a regular
basis (such as faces, scenes), it is more difficult to
believe that all possible combinations of features in all
possible spatial arrangements could be represented by
dedicated integration fieldsVthis would inevitably lead
to combinatorial explosion of the required number of
integration fields. It could be that the postulated
integration fields are not constant entities; instead, there
could be some specific process that has the ability to
dynamically create, according to current task demands,
the relevant integration field in which arbitrarily specified
features for the task could be Bbound.[ Such a process,
however, would look an awful lot like attention, as
defined, for example, by the feature integration theory
(Treisman & Gelade, 1980)Vand the conceptual distinc-
tion between the spatial resolution of attention and that of
the postulated integration field would, then, lose much of
its substance.
Second, the idea that multiple stimuli at small spacings
can prevent the selective activation of the relevant
integration fields is fully compatible with neurophysio-
logical observations of the detrimental effect of stimulus
competition within neuronal receptive fields. Yet, the idea
that this has nothing to do with attention goes against all
the available physiological evidence: Directing attention
to the Bpreferred stimulus[ in a crowded receptive field
does restore the activation of the neurons (e.g., Desimone
& Duncan, 1995; Kastner et al., 2001; Motter, 1993;
Motter, 2002; Reynolds et al., 1999). It is possible that the
concept of integration field according to Pelli et al. is not
directly related to high-level neuronal receptive fields, but
in this case, the underlying neuronal substrate would need
to be described more specifically.
The following proposed distinction between two differ-
ent types of spacing effects, although highly speculative,
is an attempt to reconcile these various theories with the
available data.
Proposition 1: Some familiar object categories can be
processed directly by dedicated neuronal populations (or
Bfeature integrators[ with well-defined integration fields
in the terminology of Pelli et al., 2004).
Selective activation of these neurons can take place in
the absence of attention, when stimuli are well isolated.
When local competition increases, however (i.e., when
spacing decreases), activation is impairedVbut it can be
restored by focusing attention on the target stimulus. We
end up with a serial search situation, in which perfor-
mance can nevertheless be enhanced by increasing
spacing. This is the first type of spacing effect that we
have encountered, in Experiment I, which is present only
for the face search but not for the bisected disk search.
Similar to the hypothesis of Pelli et al. (2004), this type of
spacing limitation probably reveals the spatial resolution of
the available integration fields (or, simply, receptive fields),
but contrary to their view, in our proposal, this spacing
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effect critically depends on attention being Bsplit[ across
the various stimuli in the search array; it will disappear
(and/or be replaced by another type of spacing effect, as
described below) when attention is focused directly on
the target.
Proposition 2: Other complex stimulus categories (e.g.,
arbitrary conjunctions of simple features) need attention to
be effectively discriminated because no dedicated pop-
ulation of neurons responds to the relevant distinction
(i.e., no feature integrator exists).
Attention thus serves the purpose of the feature
integrator, as proposed originally by Treisman and Gelade
(1980). A prerequisite for any such discrimination to take
place is, therefore, that attention should be focused on the
target stimulus. Under these conditions (which were the
conditions of our Experiment II, wherein we used a
precued search task), a second type of spacing effect can
still be observed. This spacing effect likely reflects the
spatial resolution of the attention focus, as proposed
originally He et al. (1996) and Intriligator and Cavanagh
(2001). This type of spacing effect will be observed
equally for all Bcomplex[ discrimination tasks (i.e.,
discriminations not relying on the presence of a single
feature) because discrimination performance in these
tasks is mainly limited by attention, whether it be for
Bfeature integration[ or for resolving competition
between simultaneously presented stimuli. This explains
why both tasks (face discrimination and bisected disks
discrimination) underwent similar spacing effects in
Experiment II.
In this postulated distinction, the first type of spacing
effect could easily be called Bcompetition,[ based on the
biased competition framework of Desimone and Duncan
(1995), whereas the second type of spacing effect
encompasses what most researchers would generally refer
to as crowding. In our view, crowding does have some-
thing to do with attention.
What happens at spacings beyond 3-?
This study examined the effect on visual search
performance of varying spacing up to 3-. In a pilot
experiment, we investigated the effect of varying spacing
between 3- and 12-; we found no conclusive evidence for
reliable competitive effects in this case. The major clutter
effect therefore seems to occur at smaller spacings, on the
order investigated here (G3-). Does this mean, in keeping
with our receptive field hypothesis, that the size of the
relevant receptive fields is 3- or less? This would be
difficult to reconcile with the known size of receptive
fields in higher level areas of the macaque monkey, such
as IT (910-; Desimone, Moran, & Spitzer, 1988; Kastner
et al., 2001). However, a simple simulation reveals that
even when receptive fields are 10- across, most of the
reduction in competition (due to increasing spacing) is
expected to occur between 0- and 3- (Figure 8). Thus, the
fact that the main effect of clutter is observed for spacing
G3- in this experiment does not imply that the relevant
receptive fields are smaller than 3-. Note that we are not
directly measuring receptive field size but simply inferring
it from our clutter manipulations.
Figure 8. Competition as a function of spacing. We simulate a
neuronal population whose idealized receptive field profiles are
flat with a 10- diameter and whose centers are arranged, in a
regular manner, on an infinite two-dimensional square grid of
"tiling" distance t (i.e., t is the distance between adjacent receptive
field centers). Two stimuli, separated by a particular spacing, are
placed somewhere in this 2D space. Let n1 be the number of
neurons (in this 2D space) whose receptive fields hold only one
stimulus. Let n2 be the number of neurons whose receptive fields
hold both stimuli. We define competition as the ratio of the number
of neurons in which the stimuli compete with each other (n2) to the
total number of neurons that respond to these stimuli (n1 + n2).
That is, competition = n2 / (n1 + n2). Therefore, competition is 1
when every neuron responsive to either one of the stimuli
responds to the other one as well (i.e., in effect, n1 = 0).
Competition tends to zero as the number of neurons that respond
unambiguously to one or the other stimulus is increased. The
figure illustrates the change in competition with spacing for the
given receptive field diameter (10-). The simulation was repeated
with varying grid tiling distances (i.e., t = 1-, 2-, 3-, 4-, or 5-, with
1,000 randomly placed stimulus pairs at each spacing). Error bars
represent standard deviation across these five interneuronal
distances. The parameter t does not seem to affect the amount
of competition. Although this might seem counterintuitive, it is
simply a consequence of the fact that (for values of t smaller than
the receptive field radius) both n1 and n2 are inversely propor-
tional to t. The key observation in these simulations is the
concave shape of the competition versus spacing plot. Indeed,
this implies that for the same increase in spacing (say, by 3-), a
stronger reduction in competition is expected to occur at small
spacings (e.g., between 0- and 3-) than at larger spacings (e.g.,
between 5- and 8-). In fact, most of the competition reduction
occurs between 0- and 3-.
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Can a serial visual search eventually
become parallel?
In this study, we have found that for certain tasks,
serial search might be a result of excessive competition
(e.g., the face discrimination task). This leads us to ask:
At large-enough spacings, can search eventually change
from serial to parallel? Parallel search and serial search
are generally defined in terms of the observed set size
effects. However, in our experiment, not all set sizes
exist at the largest spacings (in fact, at a spacing of 3-,
only a set size of two is viable). Thus, in our protocol, it
is not possible to determine whether serial search has, in
fact, become parallel with increasing spacing; the
significant increase in average search performance
(Figure 5) only allows us to conclude that search is more
parallel (or less serial) at large spacings compared with
small spacings.
Methodological considerations
Would the present result, obtained with masked dis-
plays, generalize to more classical, RT-based measures of
search efficiency? This was not tested here, due in part to
the costs involved in using self-terminating search
paradigms: RTs in such tasks can be several times as
long as in masked visual search, which would make the
duration of data collection inappropriate for most exper-
imental subjects. In addition, we believe that performance
on masked search arrays better reflects the properties of
the Bfeed-forward[ visual system (Lamme & Roelfsema,
2000). By comparison, self-terminating search allows
ample time for feedback interactions to occur, which
might mask or decrease the RF effects postulated here.
It is also important to note that our circular search
arrays do not necessarily optimize the amount of clutter.
The spacing reported is the minimal distance between
target and distractors; however, the average distance can
be much larger. For example, consider a target-present
trial with a spacing of 1.5- and a set size of four (one
target, three distractors). This does not mean that the
target stimulus is surrounded by three distractors, all 1.5-
away from it. It simply means that there is at least one
distractor 1.5- away from the target and at most two
distractors 1.5- away from the target (as in Figure 1). The
other distractors are positioned further away from the
target so that the average distance to the target can be
quite large. Thus, even at small spacings, clutter is not
always optimized with respect to the reported spacing
value, which means that there is little room for reducing it
(and, consequently, improving search performance) at
larger spacings. This is a potential limitation of the
protocol used, which means that the spacing effects
reported here might, in fact, be underestimated.
Conclusion
In conclusion, we showed that competition (as indexed
by interstimulus spacing) has a significant effect on serial
search performance for a task that can rely on preexisting
neuronal selectivities (face discrimination) but not for a
task that depends on a more arbitrary combination of
visual features (bisected disks discrimination). This may
reveal different needs for attentional involvement in
serial search, sometimes concerned with resolving local
competition and sometimes serving a different purpose
(binding/recognition?). Overall, it would seem that taking
into account neuronal competition when interpreting visual
search results might, in some cases, provide valuable
insights into the role(s) of attention.
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